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Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
strict agreement.
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Meuschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more comprehensive word The All). The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
Allgefiihl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]

Morals
(Nixon Building,

be in harmony with the

to

[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

societies.

must admit

hopes

It

to

may

justly be asked,

in unison with the All.

it is

A

religion.

is

"On what

moral educator or

authority dost thou jus-

And he will tell us that his authority is not
name of universal order. Accordingly

thy precepts?"

personal; he speaks in the
his authority

is

that of religion.

Ifi t

were not

his

so, all

good

precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful

dreams that have no

reality.]
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All.
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The history of the human
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The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
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ASPECTS OF MODERN PSYCHOLOGY.
BY JOSEPH JASTROW, PH.

stud}' of

diverge the departments of learning so sharply spe-

and accurately defined with

us, are at

very closely bound together by a community

An

general welfare of knowledge.

bottom
in

the

early distinction

is

that between the wise man, the initiated, the adept,

and the common every-day man, the one uninitiated into
the mysteries of knowing, the arts of doing.
this search after the

wisdom

It is in

of experience, this culti-

vation of the contemplative habit, that mind-lore has
its

origin.

bear

The

fruit is

first

branch

Philosophy,

of

I

the general growth to

— not specialized as yet,

but

combining an appreciation of facts, a sympathy with
human trials and successes, with a love of lofty ideals
and of the processes by which they are developed and
attained.
Just as we find Poetry reaching a high development, while Science is still in its infancy, so the
side of mind-lore that arises from the experience of
thoughts and emotions finds a successful expression

tangible proof ignored, and of

agation of narrowing systems.

In the general revival

of

learning

following these

vational root of mind-lore,

the basal facts

upon which systems are

the methods by which reasoning

is

directed to

built,

and

to

conducted. These,

as almost all the typical stages in the

development

of

find

in

scattered ob-

pocrates and Galen on, a more or less appreciative ininto that ever

sight

mysterious interdependence of

From the theory of the savage* who
phenomena of dreaming as the tempo-

body and mind.
explains the

rary separation of

body and

soul,

—the

latter in its lib-

erated state wandering about and gathering strange

body upon reentering

is

we

servations of physicians and physiologists, from Hip-

experiences which

theories discussed, that attention

"dark ages," mind-lore

matures into a fruitage replete with careful reasonings, methodical researches, and suggestive, though
in great part premature, generalizations.
The study
of psychology as a distinct department of knowledge
is cultivated, though with little uniformity of design or
results.
Scientific psychology can hardly be said to
exist before the psychological importance of the results obtained by the physiologists and cognate scientists, had been recognized.
This had been done,
though in ways different amongst themselves and decidedly so from our way, by Descartes and Bacon,' by
Kant and Locke.
Turning more especially to this second, the obser-

and generalization are obtained. It is only after
many systems have been elaborated and the merits of

rival

Dollars per Year.
Single Copies, lo Cts.

of hair-splitting

of authority

long before the apparently simpler results of observation

Two

logomachy, in
was exalted and that of
an unmethodical prop-

ological disputation,

mental phenomena has been pursued
with varying interests and from various points of view
throughout almost the entire historical period of the
development of man. The various roots from which
cialized

j

il

which the method

D.

INTRODUCTORY.

The

31,

ritus, to
entific

it

imparts to the possessor of the
it,
to the attempt of Democ-

—

give a closely similar conception a

of the ousting of

more

sci-

from these to the mediaeval notion
the soul from the body and the inva-

formulation

;

sion of a foreign spirit, thus explaining the varied

forms

and heresy, and thence by an apparand yet so painfully long advance to the
the modern scientist who unconcernedly

of insanity

thought, are admirably illustrated in the history of

ently short

Greek philosophy.
Looking through modern spectacles

attitude of

check-

dismisses the dream as the natural effect of an over-

ered career of the philosophical sciences in the past,

burdened digestion, and, with the all increased care
and humanity that the change of conception brings

at the

one would ascribe the first distinct appreciation of the
scientific study of mental phenomena to Aristotle, in
whom were combined to an extraordinary degree the
observing habits of the naturalist with the speculative
powers of the thinker. The spirit of his activity can
be traced in the writings of later savants, but it is in
the main overshadowed by a dominant interest in
speculation for its own sake, doomed in succeeding
centuries to be displaced by a barren mixture of the-

with

it,

treats the insanity as the evidence of a disor-

dei-ed brain

;

in all these stages

we recognize

so

many

attempts at a working explanation of the bond that
keeps soul and body together. Omitting any more
detailed reference to that gradual advance and spread
of scientific notions, especially in the fields of biology

and medicine, that has so profoundly influenced every*See Tylor, "Early History

of

Mankind,"

p. 7, et sqq.

THE

1908
thing that

modern,

is

diate ancestry of

A word

I

will pass

Modern

Psychology,

portant groundwork

of

more imme-

synonymous with

— indicates

factors contributing to the

this,

one most im-

science.

physiology, the writings and spirit of Johannes Miiller
He drew distinct attention
are typically important.
fact that a vast portion of the

to the

phenomena

of

sensation and of the higher faculties, in part, forms
the

common property of Physiology and Psychology
many of the problems concerning which philos;

that

It is

not un-

til

Amongst the
formative period of modern

the

physical stimuli, belong to this category.

1874 that a comprehensive treatise * appeared aiming to present at least the more important aspects and

Scientific Psychology.

often used as

Physiological

to the

OI^KN COURT.

ophers had allowed themselves more or less arbitrary
opinions could be definitely decided by the crucial test
With this came the deof physiological experiment.

new

results of the

the gaps

science that had grown up between

by the rugged outlines of the other scien-

left

ces at their points of contact.

have dwelt thus broadly, and necessarily sketchupon the historical antecedents of modern psychology, to show that it is bound to the past by real and'
intimate ties, and that, however bold and striking is
the contrast between the psychology of to-day, and
still more so of to-morrow, to that of yesterday, the
I

ily,

inherent- importance of the historical sense will ever

prevent a too radical rupture with the past and should

who

also allay the fears of those

look gloomily upon

monstration of the posterior and anterior roots of the
spinal cord as the agents of the sensory and motor,

the materialism of the present.

the impressible and the expressive, functions; thus furnishing two rubrics fundamental to psychology. Again

points of view that together form the content and the

the establishment of reflex action as the physiological

element by the complication of which many higher,
more intellectual, forms of action and reaction could
be explained the measuring of the time that a nervous
impulse requires for traveling along the nerve and
;

;

more recently the association

of definite regions of the

brain with definite sensory and motor groups of func-

which areas excites these funcall
tions and the extirpation of which removes them
tions, the irritation of

;

these, like the dark lines in the solar spectrum, are but

convenient points for marking off the important stages
of what is really a slow and continuous development.

They have all profoundly influenced, and will for all
time be important factors in the dominant conceptions
With
of the nature of the psycho-physic organism.
this doctrine of the constant interdependence of bodily
under way and its signifby new discoveries
with, too, the increased solidarity of the entire range
of mental phenomena opened up by the conceptions of
evolution, the progress was many- sided and rapid.
For the most part, however, the contributions were
isolated and uncoordinated the physiologist touched
the problems from one special side the physicist saw
that he too must consider certain psychological aspects

and mental states once

fairly

icance constantly accentuated

;

;

of his
filiates

work

;

the physician appreciated the

tie

that af-

the abnormal processes with which he deals to

the operations of the normal

mind

;

the philosopher,

the educator, and the anthropologist must all in part
be psychologists.
Meanwhile, too, certain special

psychological investigations, revealing essentially

new

problems and results, were undertaken. The work of
Fechner* upon the psycho-physic law, that of Helmholtz I upon the relation of hearing and sight to their
*"Elemente der Psychophysik,"
t

II. Vol., Leipzig, i860.
" Physiologische Optik," 1867. " Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen."

as best

It

remains to portray,

can, the several fields of study and the various

I

spirit of the

new psychology.

We

have then first this great department in which
Physiology and Psychology go hand in hand. The
general problem is the orderly correlation of the physical analogues of all those functions, small and great,
that in one way or another enter into the mental life.
The general plans and arrangements of nervous systems the detailed properties of nerve-fibre, of nervecell, and of muscle as the elementary substrata of purposive action the control and subordination of the
various functions in the hierarchy of nervous centres
in man, and in the lower animals the special relation
of that highest product of evolution, the cortex of the
human brain, to the specially or prominently human
functions, as seen in the light of anatomy, of pathology, and of experimentation upon animals; the gradual and orderly growth in size and complexity of the
nervous system as paralleled by the increase of psychic
these are but a few of the many vital probfaculty
lems that have called out the ingenuity and the labor
of eminent scientists, but are still far from a complete
;

;

;

;

—

solution.

A borderland between this field and the science of
Psycho Physics proper is formed by the study of SenThe

sation.

constant stream of impressions flowing in

upon us from

—

till death,
a stream converted into
by the environment of our modern
primarily conditioned upon the nature

birth

a rushing torrent
civilization,

is

and limitations of our sense organs. The senses of
sight and hearing, as the more especially intellectual
senses, naturally

one

is

demand

the greatest attention.

The

preeminently the organ of space-perception as

the other

is

of

time perception

;

the one gives us the

understanding of written, the other of spoken language
the one

is

form and
*

;

keenly sensitive to minute distinctions of

color,

and thus furnishes the basis

Wundt, "Elemente der Physiologischen Psychologic."

of the fine

THE OREN
power

of

gifted with a truly mysterious

the mental complexity of such responses, or reactions,

by the time needed for their performance. When I
measure the time required for pressing a key in immediate response to a flash of light, I measure the time
for the nervous impulse to proceed from eye to brain
and from brain to hand, and other physiological factors; but I am also enabled to measure the time of
For if I agree to react
purely mental phenomena.

'

;

is

making possible the music

intervals, thus

charms

each

how

illustrates

senses.
less

'

that hath

intricately inference

intermingled with crude sensation, and
traits of

1909

analyzing the mathematical relations of tone

while the other

arts,

COURT.

is

how dominant

mind are connected with superiorly sensitive
Touch and the motor sensations are hardly

important

;

the one yielding the most immediate

when

see a red light, then the additional time

and, perhaps, most primitive sensation-group, while

only

the other introduces the active, the imitating faculty,

measures how long it takes to perceive that an object
Furthermore, if I agree to react with my right
is red.
hand if a red light, but with the left hand if a blue
light is shown, the additional time tells me how long
I need to perform a simple act of choice, and so on.
By much toil and by the aid of ingenious and accurate

so fundamental in education.
I

can only mention by

physiological

name

the

vast sciences of

optics and acoustics,

that have done

more than almost any others to perfect our knowledge
means to end in nature, in order to
gain space for a few words regarding Psycho-Ph)'sics

of the adaptation of

This includes the experimental

in its restricted sense.

treatment of the psychological aspects of sensation,

I

apparatus the times of all the simpler processes that
discrimination, choice,
at the basis of mental life,
have been measured and an
associations of all kinds,

—

lie

—

the group of problems center-

unexpected insight has been gained into the influence

This law, concern-

of attention, of familiarity, of expectation, of fatigue,

ing which so large a literature has accumulated, em-

and the action of drugs, upon the rate and nature of
mental operations. The field is a new one and undoubtedly has a most promising future we may perhaps even learn how to make our lives longer by
learning how to go through mental operations more
quickly and with a minimum of friction.
The unfoldment of mental faculty in the human infant has been elevated to the dignity of a special study
under the title of Psycho-Genesis, or more simply Infant Psychology. The order of appearance of various
powers, both receptive and expressive, can only be
ascertained by the exact observation of a large numThe earliest reflex actions and
ber of normal infants.
the general helplessness of the infant show the pov-

chief

amongst which

is

ing about the psycho-physic law.

phasizes the fact that

we

are sensitive to ratios rather

than to absolute differences of sensation, that relations

;

and relative distinctions are more important to us
than absolute ones. The every-day experiences that
the rich man needs a greater increase of wealth to
ensure a pleasurable sensation than the poor man, or
that the system impregnated with a drug needs larger
and larger doses to produce the same effect, find in
the sphere of sensation an exact formulation in the law
of Weber, that the distinguishability of two stimuli
differing slightly in intensity depends simply upon
their ratio, (we tell ten ounces from eleven as readily
as twenty from twenty-two,) which in turn leads to
the formulation of Fechner, that as the sensations increase in an arithmetical series of equally marked sensation-differences, the stimuli increase in a geometric
series with a constant ratio.
The wide range of facts
covered by this law, (influencing, as we can to-day
show, the sorting of the stars into magnitudes by the

human

ancient astronomers,)

child

still

awaits a clear exposition

and an interpretation capable

of

harmonizing the ap-

parently contradictory results of different observers.

Another equally recent branch of Experimental
Psychology deals with the Time-relations of mental
phenomena. A vast share of all conduct may be use
fully regarded as the more or less complicated elaborations of that very natural and simple performance of
the brainless frog which, when a bit of paper soaked
in acid is placed upon its thigh, mechanically sets up
movements resulting in the removal of the irritant.

The diplomat's

decision upon learning the complicated

erty of our original

endowment compared with that of
The latter, for example

an animal lower in the scale.

of

corn

and pecks quite accurately

life,

when

first it

infant for

knows

so

sees

little

at the

portunity of knowing so
less

it,

— a feat

many months.

freighted with

impossible to the

It is just

outset that

much more

at a grain

it

because the
has the op-

at the

end

own and again it is from the long duradevelopmental period in the human child
that the word education derives its supreme importFor concrete instances of the manifold interance.
habits of

its

;

and great value of such observations, I must refer
studies of Preyer and Kussmaul, of Perez and
Taine, of Darwin and Pollock.
What the department of Animal Psychology would
include can readily be inferred. Its aim is to show the
ests

to the

continuous steps in the evolution of faculty

animal

sponse

to

an external stimulus

;

it is

tion of this

conduct, like the frog's reflex action,

simply the reand we can measure

;

inborn habits, freer to develop

situation of political affairs, to pursue a certain line of
is

upon

a chicken, emerges from the shell ready to enter

the trials of

ties

in

the

showing where and how certain faculreach a maximum of development, and wherein
series,
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these differ from the peculiarly

human

faculties.

Romanes* has drawn up

recently Mr.

Quite

a table indicat-

parts of the organism, but the study of the abnormal sheds
direct light

upon the nature

of the

normal and gives

ing certain general levels of intelligence as tested by

us knowledge not easily obtainable from other sources.

the appearance of certain emotions and actions, ac-

Thus the "law

which the performances of different groups
The widespread sympathy
animals may be rated.

cording
of

to

that the evolutionary hypothesis gives to the study of

animals

is sufficient

to

ensure for

a rapid growth.

it

The

great difficulty

tion

and inference, and the great danger

the keeping apart of observa-

is

is

the inter-

pretation of animal conduct too closely by the feelings

and

reflections

accompanying our own

Anthropological Psychology finds

material in

such of the records, past and present, of primitive man
as deal with the processes and products of mental acThe notions of the uncivilized regarding nature
tion.

and the universe

;

the universal tendency to personifi-

cation, the projecting into the external world the feel-

ings and reflections of the inner-self

myths

to

;

the formation of

satisfy that primitive curiosity that

ancestor of

scientific

inquiry;

is

the

the crystallization of

thought-habits into curious customs, and the strange
survival and perversion of such customs long after

meaning has been forgotton.

In these

that the psychologist finds interesting

and valu-

their original
it is

able information regarding the earliest stages of that

long development that

makes

for

knowledge and

civ-

ilization.

The

may be
under the general name of
Comparative Psychology, for in each we are comparing stages of development with one another and with
the mature, civilized human intellect and the interest
of all three is much enhanced by the light which each
sheds upon the others.
The generalization that the
individual repeats in parvo the history of the race connects the study of the child with that of primitive man,
while the equally suggestive analogy between the
stages of child-growth and the evolution of mental
faculty, especially as strengthened by an extension of
the comparison to embryological peculiarities, serves
as the bridge between the psychology of the infant and
of the lower animals.
The methods employed in all
three are similar, and they serve to verify one another's
results and to supplement one another's facts.
There is finally the very comprehensive department of Morbid Psychology. This includes, primarily,
last

three departments of psychology

appropriately included

;

phenomena of
many forms of emotional

the varied

of regression"

mental faculty

to follow

and complex growth of faculty and so reliable is this
law that we can predict by it the successive loss of the
different parts of speech in the gradual decay of lanRibot's interesting monographs upon "The
guage.
;

"The Diseases of the Will,"
Diseases of Personality," aptly illustrate
the point of view here described.
But the departDiseases of Memory,"

actions.
its

showing the decay
an order the reverse of the
order of acquisition, analyzes the stages of such acquisition more perfectly than can be done from the rapid
of

and

"The

ment
more

morbid psychology

of

really

includes

much

forms of
mental divergence that bridge over the gap between
the sane and the insane, "the genius to madness
near allied " it includes the natural history of error,
the subtile processes by which sense-deceptions pass
into illusions, and illusions give place to hallucinations, as well as an analysis of that powerful mental contagion that reveals itself so terribly in the
history of psychic epidemics it includes, too, those
minor forms of defect, blindness and deafness, the
study of which admirably illustrates the role of sensation in the higher intellectual development. And if
we are disinclined to regard that very heterogeneous
group of problems now summed up under the term
"Psychic Research," as a separate department of
psychology, we may treat of it as an appendix to the
topic now under consideration. Of paramount importance here is the study of hypnotism, that has received
so remarkable an impetus during the last five years.
Though the true nature of hypnotism is still a matter
of dispute, it has been rescued from the hands of
charlatans with whom it dwelt long enough to acquire
an unenviable reputation, it has been enriched with an
embarrassing number of novel facts and suggestive
distinctions, it has been utilized as an unexpectedly
fertile mode of analysis of complicated psychological
it

;

covers

all

those

intermediate

;

;

traits,

and

it

has received promising practical applica-

diseased mental action, the

In this study and
overwhelmed with
facts and theories from every source, good and bad,
sound and unsound difficult as it often is to understand what is reported upon the basis of existing
knowledge, and strong as is the temptation to inter-

disturbance, the curious and

tion to the treatment of disease.

that of allied fields

we

are being

;

as the proof of hitherto

undis-

we have

reason

pret this

difficulty

fantastic delusions of paranoia, the arrest of mental

covered

not supernatural agencies,

development in idiocy. Not only do we recognize in
disease an experiment prepared by nature and enabling us to detect the functions of delicate and minute

and surely no one can
to think that the best results
doubt their supreme importance will be secured by
the use of that caution and firm reserve, that have
always characterized the ways of science.
I need hardly add that the divisions of ps3'chology

* "

Mental Evolution

in

Animals,"

1884,

and " Mental Evolution

in

Man,"

if

—

—
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here suggested are not the sharp boundaries between
neighboring territories, but rather conveniently placed
centres from which groups of facts radiate, and to-

wards which dominant interests converge. Not only
do the divisions shade into one another, but by forming parts of one science, they necessarily

show eviden-

ces of that organic unity which rationalizes our frag-

ments

knowledge and makes "all the world akin."

of
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Experience and observation have shown that moral
and intellectual progress, and the whole social fabric,
depend upon the extinction of the impulse in man towards promiscuity. The force of sex-affection in man
is far greater than his well-being requires, and its excess has probably contributed more than any other
single cause to the misery and degradation of the race.
Lecky, in his' "European Morals," states that "the
victims of seduction are often led aside quite as

CELIBACY AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL.
BY MRS. SUSAN CHANNING.

MoNcuRE D. Conway,

in his recently

published

Books That Have Helped Me," wrote
"On the most momentous of all subjects, sex and the
moral problem relating thereto, no adequate English
work exists there is no chart of the passionate current of wind and wave sweeping this dangerous sea
which every youth must voyage."
As the genius of a whole people is greater than that
of any individual, let us see, as Matthew Arnold would
By
say, what humanity has to say on this subject.
humanity we mean the wisest and greatest men and
women of antiquity and of our own generation they
only can lead us into wider sight and purer conceptions
and enable us, to find a chart for the youthful Ulysses
starting on his perilous voyage.
There is no use stuffing his ears with the wax of
good advice, and believing it will keep him from hearing the voices of the Sirens as he passes the Scylla and
article,entitled"

:

;

;

Charybdis

The

flood- tides of the

before

"passionate current."

of this

force of this current

Bay

of

since by every test

it,

too strong

is

Fundy,

it

;

like the

carries everything

made

to

estimate the

force of a state of feeling, sex-affection in early

man-

hood ranks supreme. To give a man abstract principles as a chart and check will no more keep him from
yielding to his sex-impulses than will a bridle check a

horse without a rider.

At the outset

is

more

essential to his higher

The
evil,"

let

us state that

not one instinct, appetite, or passion in man,

there

saying, "there

is

is

life,

than the sex-affection.

a soul of goodness in things

eminently true of sex-affection.

Nature has

sacrificed everything to the preservation of the species.

The two

strongest functions in

and sexual

;

forces that keep the race in

says by the
'

It is

of

man

are the nutritive

they are the centrifugal and centripetal

mouth

of Cressida

its orbit.

But the strong base and budding of
Is as the

very centre of the earth.

Drawing

all

things to

Shakespeare

my

love

it."

the heart that furnishes the centre and fulcrum

life.

The

instinct of all the higher animals is to-

wards a closer affinity with a single mate, and nature
by making the number of males and females nearly
equal, indicates

it

as natural.

of their affections

experience of Sunday school-mistresses that, of those
of their pupils who had been led astray, an extremely
large proportion were of the very best, refined, intelligent, and

Nothing is more fallacious
is competent to take care

affectionate.

than the belief that any body
of clever

A

boys and

girls.

teacher finds

youth

to

whom

quite as difficult to induce a

it

five talents

him

five others, as to lead

the less receptive he
their

own accord on

fectionate,

is

;

have been given to bring
whom but two have been

to

The more

given to bring other two.

original a child

such children prefer to

certain subjects.

high-spirited nature

is

So
more

fix

of

too, the afdifficult

to

path of purity than the dull and unimaginative.
As Schiller said, "you can make an honest
man out of windled straw, but you must have grist to
make a villain." Poets and imaginative persons are

keep

in the

apt to be erratic and sensuous the violence of their
passions often puts their conduct upon a footing with
;

that of ignorant, low

men

;

comes

desire

to

them sud-

denly like a wave, drowning reason and resistance
the tempestuous passion of love usually develops
;

Dante was but eleven when he first saw
and loved Beatrice. Goethe, to his lasting disgrace,
was ever in quest of or meeting a new affinity. As
Bebel said, "Again and again Gcethe wasted the
warmth of his heart and the enthusiasm of his great
Byron, Burns,
soul on one woman after another."
Heine, were all in love at the very dawn of puberty.
And yet, nothing is more blighting to genius than
their talents.

impurity of
those

life

who have

or a too early yielding to sex-affection

;

not studied the problem cannot con-

ceive the intellectual collapse caused by sensuous excesses.

:

much

and by the vivacity of
their intelligence, as by any vicious propensity," and
he quotes from " A Woman's Thoughts about Woman," by Miss Mulock, to the effect, that it was the

by the ardor

The

brain

is

a family of nerve-centres that

has gained an ascendency over other nerve-centres
and performs executive functions yet, it is the servant
of the ruled, and any injury done to the other nerve;

The high water-mark of a
tells at once on it.
man's mind and morals can be estimated by his notions
on the sex-relation. If they are carnal there is more
hope for a fool than for such as he. The great intellects of the world since the days of Plato have sought

centres
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and throw the grace of inenjoyment over animal necessity. The lower
the mind, the greater its dependence upon objects.
to idealize the sex-relation,
tellectual

The youth that "can be happy with either dear
charmer, with the other dear charmer away," is incapable of an exalted attachment. Such a man, in the
language of Ruskin, is nothing better than " a little

COURT.

emotion is in no small degree complicated, but the full
and outspoken manifestation of the feeling, the goal
to which it always tends, is the loving embrace. Sexaffection is the most altruistic instinct in man, even if
we deny, as did Adam Smith, Hume, and Darwin, the
natural existence of disinterested affection and explain
altruistic feeling as a resultant of self-love.

soppy tadpole, with a stomach and a tail." He
who leads an irregular life is incapable of high think-

in the love-season

ing or action.

after the birth of her offspring the female

The study

floppy,

Goethe, notwithstanding his

nized this

"Wilhelm

in his

of his son that first aroused in

virtues
'
'

Woe

good

a

of

means

excesses, recogIt

Wilhelm Meister

of all true culture."

Meister had already seen,

human

sight

the

and made him exclaim,
culture which destroys the most
it

Much

seemed

to

observation of the child offered him his
of

was the

citizen,

to every sort of

effectual

own

Meister."

The

nature.

as

him

first

Wilhelm
as

the

if

clear view

theatre, the world,

had ap-

peared to him before only as a multitude of thrown
dice, every one of which upon its upper surface indicated a greater or smaller value, and which

when

reckoned up together made a sum, but here, in the
person of his boy, a single dice was laid before him on

many sides of which the worth and worthliness of
man's nature were legibly engraved.
Is it not clear,
then, that our intellectual as well as our moral nature
is enlarged by married life and the relation of parent
and child ? Celibacy palsies the mind as well as the
heart and has a far more depressing effect than toil or
the

suffering.

John Fiske, in his "Cosmic Philosophy," mainhad it not been for the long period of infancy, man, in all probability, would have remained
an animal of course a superior animal.
This deduction seems justified by the facts.
The utter helplessness of the infant made it necessary for the mother to
watch it carefully and tend it long, and the presence
of the male was necessary, as the child's cries at its
birth might attract beasts of prey.
These conditions
;

helped to develop those mental qualities essential to
man's civilization and the same humanizing effects
are still seen in those who rear families.
Only a God
;

or a Devil can live alone, were the words of Montaigne.

This was a mere re-statement of a scriptural truth.
the Lord God said it is not good that the man
should be alone I will make him an helpmeet for him.

"And

;

II.

life

has revealed the fact that

the male

This

is

more courageous
shows the

the

;

equally true of

is

human beings.

Galton, in his work on Heredity, maintains that the
long period of the dark ages was due in very considerable degree to the celibacy enjoined by the religious

orders on their votaries.

tured

all

The church having first capcondemned them to an

the gentle spirits, and

unmarried existence, then brought to the scaffold all
those who were most independent, truth-seeking in
their habits of thought and action, and hence the most
suitable parents of a high civilization.

Beyond doubt

the present inferior position of Spain
and literary world is greatly due to the
loss annually for more than three centuries, i. e., between 141 1 and 1781, of over 1000 of her independent
in the political

thinkers.
If

men and women do

our gifted

not marry and

leave descendants, our intellectual progress as a nation

be retarded.

will

The

prudential delay advocated by

Malthus, has produced more evil than good, as the
is only practical by the prudent and self-denyand disregarded by the impulsive and self-indulgent, and it is the children of the former class that the
world especially needs, while it is the offspring of the
selfish and sensuous that cumber the earth and crowd

delay

of

nervous force

in

maintaining

tender emotions is small.
Bain, in "Emotions and
the Will," says, " It may be questioned whether the
constitution can yield the

pleasure at so
this tender

little

its

The

vacant places.

same amount

cost by any other means."

It

of
is

emotion which makes children and home a

refuge and solace after

toil.

The

physical side of this

practical application of de-

most mischevious results,
and people who advocate the doctrine will find as a

ferred marriage leads to the

result of its adaption
of

The

race-deterioration.

gifted

every community should be encouraged to marry

the celibac)' of the intellectual elite

Galton, in his " English
that

scientific

men

at

Men
least

is

;

a public calamity.

of Science,"

has shown

have always had

able

Bacon, Buffon, Condorcet, Cuvier, Forbes,
Watt, all had remarkable mothers. The grandmother
of Brodie was a woman of ability, and the eminent relatives of Newton were those connected with him by
mothers.

female links.
In the " Descent of

i8.)

The expenditure

human

more courage.

animal

ing,

tains that,

(Genesis

of

Man," Darwin says: "It

is

fortunate that the law of equal transmission of character prevails with

Mammals, otherwise

it is

probable

man would become as superior in mental endowment to woman as the pea-cock is in plumage to the
that

pea hen." Yet, notwithstanding this law, the tendency
to repeat herself in her descendant is more powerful
in the female than in the male.
In the animal world,
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the male of one species and the female of an-

other are crossed, the type of the female usually predominates. In the case of man, the woman transmits,
at least to her sons, her mental qualities

There are many notable examples

and

tastes.

in history ofthis

transmission.
Caesar had all the characteristics of his worthy
Mommsen says, " Caesar was a man
mother, Aurelia.
of passion, for without passion there is no genius but
his passion was never stronger than he could control.
He had his season of youth and song love and wine
had taken joyous possession of his mind, but did not
penetrate to the inmost core of his nature. Literature
occupied him long and earnestly, and amused his leiThe dominant qualities of Alexander the
sure hours.
Great were those of his mother hatred of restraint,
To the
great personal bravery, and sensuous tastes.
end of his life Alexander found in wine the destroyer
;

;

—

of care."

The Gracchi, were they not worthy descendants
of the high-minded, cultivated Cornelia, the daughter
of Scipio, the conqueror of

and not from

their

aged

Zama?

was from

It

father, they

her,

inherited their

public spirit and hatred of oppression.
of Agrippina.

A

we

Emperor

see the

:

'

;

a failure, does not militate against the fact that

means

it is

human mind

thus far the highest conception of the

of regulating the sex-relation.

There

is

as

not

a single fact in history or in individual experience to

where this conception of the fidelity of one
one woman united for life is faithfully carried
out, good and happiness does not result to the individual and nation.
S. Mill, Disraeli, Benjamin Franklin, mainJ.
tained that it was impossible for a man to succeed in a
Ruskin, in
public career without the aid of a woman.
proof of this theorj', cites Shakespeare and Scott who,
he declares, have no heroes, only heroines, and in his
Sesames and Lilies,' he gives abundant proofs in sup-

in the

subterranean

the horrible witch Locusta, watching the death strug-

whom they are experimenting
with the poison intended for Nero's rival, Britannicus.
This is the hand of Esau, but the voice is the voice
of Jacob.
It is Agrippina hastening the death of her
gles of the victim upon

consort, Claudius, by tickling his gluttonous throat

with a feather dipped in poison, that her son

may

sooner reach the throne.
How that son repaid her for
her crimes in his behalf is best told in her own words.
When Nero's hired assassins came to dispatch her, her

sword was about to

on the subject, said

of the selfish,

halls of the palace of the Cassars, seated by the side of

on her, were
"Strike me on the womb for it bore Nero."
In the equation of life the female is the known and
the male the unknown quantity. The female produces
herself if there is a new increment of brain power, it
comes from the male. As Mrs. Peyser remarks in
Adam Bede: " I allays said, I'd never marry a man as
had got no brains for what's the use of a woman having brains of her own, if she's tackled to a geek as
everybody's laughing at she might as well dress herself fine and sit backwards on a donkey."
It is woman who has always exercised sexual selection.
Had it not been for her the race would have
degenerated.
Her sex-affection is not as quicklj' nor
as directly stirred as that of the male
if it were, she
^would mate with the first who approached her.
last words, as the

to his sister

painting by Syl-

vestre gives us a vivid idea of the cruelty of Nero. In

the picture

Macaulay, writing

"I am sure much of the love of woman for man depends upon the eminence of the man."
We have not gathered any well authenticated data
on the subject, but, on a superficial survey, it would
seem that the women who have attained the highest
rank in literature and science have been married.
Sappho, after she became a widow, wrote her Ode
to Venus,' which Longinus pronounced one of the
Mrs.
finest emanations of the Grecian Lyric Muse.
Browing, Madame de Stael, Mrs. Heraans, George
Eliot, Mrs. Somerville, George Sands, Mrs. Stowe,
Mrs. Mary Putnam Jacobi, and many other distinguished women, found their intellectual strength and
brilliancy increased by marriage. It is joy, grief, love,
and enthusiasm which inspire, and contain the fruitful
seeds of whatever is most perfect in music and poetry
and all these emotions are incident to married life.
When we come to examine the beneficial effects of
marriage on man, the evidence in its favor is overwhelming. Whatever may be said as to marriage being

a

Nero was but the male embodiment
unscrupulous soul

1913

fall

;

;

;

;

;

:

show

man

that

to

'

He

port of his claim.

says there

is

hardly a play of

Shakespeare which does not contain a perfect woman,
while the men have all flawed strength, and fail at the
critical

moment

;

that the catastrophe of every play

always caused by the

demption,

if

folly or fault of a

there be any,

is

man

;

is

the re-

by the wisdom and virtue

woman, and failing that, there is none.
But we need not rely on fiction and the drama
for the evidence that woman is a helpmate to man.
Lord Nelson and the whole British navy declared that,
had it not been for the skill and strategy of Lady Hamilton at the Court of Naples, they would not have been
able to have followed Napoleon up the Nile and deof a

feated him.

Wherever
marriage

is

Mommsen
more

to

than

all

the habits of a people are dissolute, and

held in contempt, the race degenerates.
says:

"The

cause the decline

fashion of
in the

Grisettes did

population of

Hamilcaror Hannibal.
work on Heredity' writes

Rome

the wars of

Galton

in

his

'

in

a sim-

,
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The

strain.

ilar

decline of that marvelously gifted

began the moment

race, the Greeks,

social morality

grew lax and marriage became unfashionable and was

"Only

avoided.

man

in the family, " says

attain to his full dignity."

He

"

that is in love inhales an odorous

Emerson
and

"can

Frcebel,

truly said

:

COURT.

He feels himself a part of a great whole, for
which, even in the most modest sphere, he can work:
ego.

And

and exert himself.
mortality.

The

tidal

he represents the
atmosphere of im-

in so far as

soul of humanity, he breathes the

wave

of life, that

now

bears

him

along, even after his earthly part has returned to the
celestial air.

not he only unhappy who is not in love ?
His fancied freedom and self-rule, is it not so much death
He who is in love is wise, and is becoming wiser."

dust whence

Is

originated, will

it

ward toward grand and glorious

?

sweep

resistlessly

goals, that

now

in

on-

our

we dimly can presage.
Let us throw a glance upon the beginning of organized life where it separates into two distinctivelydifferent kingdoms, viz., into plants and animals.
Living substance, animal as well as vegetable, which
has not as yet assumed a perceptibly specialized form,
is called protoplasm.
Minute lumps of animal protoplasm can frequently be
found in stagnant water.
They are called change-an
ideal aspirations

As Count Tolstoi in his Anna Karenina says,
"He who knows only his wife, and loves her, understands all women better than if he had known a
thousand.

And

this is

my idea — women
way

are the prin-

men's activity. It
There is
is hard to love a woman and anything else.
only one way to love with comfort and without hindAnd now to explain to
rance, and that is to marry.
you what I mean. Suppose you had to carry a burden, your hands are of no good until you fasten your
burden on your back. And so it is with marriage.
I
found this, when I got married, my hands suddenly became free. But to carry this burden without marriage,
your hands will be so full that you cannot do anycipal stumbling-block in the

of

thing."

SOUL-LIFE OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

The
ment

soul of

and through
the

sum

man

man

is

the result of the total develop-

of organized substance
all its

of all the

of to-day all

from

its first

beginning

Man

phases of transformation.

is

memories of his ancestors. In the
the memories of the past continue

to live, as naturally as the child continues to live

in

the youth and the youth in the developed man.

;

not the water, although

it

consists of water

;

it is

a

Humanity is not the
matter of which men's bones and muscles consist.
Humanity is a certain form of life a form of motion
that sweeps over the ocean of matter. The material parspecial form of motion in water.

—

which humanity now consists, are left behind,
they sink back into the ocean, but humanity continues
to progress it continues to live, and remains the same
ticles of

;

through

all

the changes which the material parts of

have to undergo. By humanity we
do not understand the clay of which man is made,
nor even the life which moves the clay, but the form

living substance

of life in the clay

—his soul

though the body may

;

and the soul

lives

even

From this point of view the life of
man is enlarged beyond the narrow

distinct

mouth

;

they take

nourishment by absorbing
'•^ amceba.
and assimilating all kinds
of animal and vegetable particles, which they draw into
their interior through any point of their surface. They
have no distinct members; they move by sending out
protuberances and dragging the rest of their mass behind.
They multiply by division. Their constant
changes of form gave them their name.
Amcebas cannot as yet be characterized as organisms.
The simplest organism into which living subdevelops,

the

is

cell.

Simple as the cell realin comparison with
anyhigherorganism, it still
appears extremely com-

ly

is

plex,

when submitted

.

to a

der ordinary conditions
consists

j-

Un-

careful investigation.

it

:

The granulat

appearance, accord--

Of a membrane or; ng to Fleming. caused by coagulaemical reaction. In the
skin, a, formed under the 'i°° <*"
......B v,c..= «.,,ch he examined, minute
mtiuence of its environ- panicles of fat vibrated in the interfi^^^' matter.
ment.
2. Of the kernel or nucleus, c, and
3. The plasma or cell-substance, b.
According to Prof. Walther Flemming,* the cellsubstance, as well as the nucleus, is made up of special fibral structures and an interfibral matter, which
in living cells, we have good reason to infer, is of the
I.

.

.

nature of a

die.

Amce

bas do not yet possess a

stance

Death vanishes, when we thus conceive mankind
as one grand totality, as a huge wave sweeping onward across the ocean of life. The wave in its progress
incessantly lifts other particles of water and leaves
the old ones behind yet it remains the same, and ever
must remain the same in its onward career. The wave
is

imals, or amoebas.

fluid.

the individual
* Zcllsiibsianz, Kertt,

limits

of

the

of

Anatomy

at Kiel.

ttnd Zelltheilung.

Leipzig, i88a.

F. C.

By Walther Flemming, Professor

W.

Vogel.
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The

kernel contains a smaller kernel,

d,

COURT.
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called the

nucleolus.

In the activity of the cell there subsists a division
of labor

:

the skin acts as the agency of communication

with the outside world, the cell-substance assimilates

and disassimilates food, the kernel serves
tion.

When

branch

The

the kernel has

off into

several

split,

for

propaga-

the cell begins to

filial cells.

principle of division of labor

is

carried farther

when, as in the Hydra or Gastrula, several cells
form one greater whole. Each cell retains its individuality, but it is differentiated through its service upon
the organism, to which it belongs.
still,

WUSCULAR CELLS.

*GITTA,

URASTER.

THE OPKN
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Under

and the water.

air,

the influence of the sun,

the plant decomposes water and carbonic acid, setting
free

their oxygen.

It

retains the carbon of the car-

bonic acid, and the hydrogen of the water. At the
same time it absorbs nitrogen compounds from its sur-

The products of

roundings.

these decompositions are

then united into those combinations of carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen, which serve animals as food. The
plant,

accordingly, (or

more

correctly expressed, the

solar-heat in the plant,) performs the

work

of

decom-

posing the surrounding elements and building up out
of the simple products of decomposition higher combinations that are
tential energy.

more complicated and contain pofunctions of the animal body are

The

The

performed exactly in an inverse order.

plant-cell

decomposes in order to build up, the animal-cell builds
up in order to decompose.

The higher

a combination

is,

the less stable

COURT.

and not through any disengagement of energy in the
plasma of the cell. Yet, even if this were the case,
it still differs immensely from the voluntary movement
of animal substance, even in so low an organism as is
the amoeba and we can look upon the motions of the
Venus fly-traps as upon a faint analogy only to the
activity of the animal world, and very rare, indeed,
are instances of such motions in the world of plants.
The work of the nerves or soul-cells consists in the
transmission of an irritation, caused through an outward impression. The irritation provokes a movement
which is called the reflex-motion of the irritation. It
is considered as a reaction, and physiologists speak of
"a change of irritation into reflex-motion."
Nerves, accordingly, perform two functions
;

:

1.

outer

it is.

2.

An

irritation is received at the

skin") of

A

an organisrii

;

periphery (the

and

reaction takes place in the interior of the nerv-

Like a house of cards, it easily breaks down and sets
energy stored up in its structure. Animal
bodies decompose vegetable combinations in order to
transform them into much higher combinations which
are extremely unstable, and thus they gather a store
of potential energy that, whenever wanted, can be converted into the 'kinetic energy of living movements.

ous substance.

Animal life is conditioned by plant-life plant-life
must perform the preparatory work it collects by the
aid of sun-beams a treasure of potential energy, whence

are called sensory, the centrifugal motory.

free the

;

to

It is

conducted on another path back

the periphery, causing the contraction of certain

beneath the skin, thus resulting in motion.
manner two kinds of nerve-fibers are formed,
in-going and out-going lines, centripetal or afferent,
and centrifugal or efferent nerves, which meet in a

fibres

In this

knot, the so-called ganglion.

The

centripetal nerves

As an in-

;

animal

life

can derive the strength of

its

existence.

Since plant-life disengages comparatively
ergy and that which

it

stance of an ex-

tremely simple
en-

nervous system

disengages, seems solely de-

consistingsole-

little

voted to decomposition, plants naturally lack voluntary motion, and therewith all the higher soul-life of
the animal world.
Exceptions to this rule are mostly
illusions.
Such motions as those of the sun-flower,
turning its head toward the light, and the closing of

lyof a ganglion

9

with

And such instances as the movements
Mimosae and the Venus fly-trap are at best slight
indications only of the higher possibilities which are
as voluntary.

S

of the

A The

^

and well-known researches

'

upon this subject seem to confirm, that the movements
which take place in these plants in consequence of an
irritation,

can partly, at

traction of certain cells.

t

Tu7b c 1 1 a r i a.
skin of this

worm

is differ-

entiated in two

life.

Darwin's interesting

eren

nerves, we
mention the
whirl- worm or

the morning-glory after sunrise, cannot be considered

realized in animal

aff

and efferent

leapt, b^ referred to the

As soon

side, in the

con-

tation

a,

the

light,

andin theother
as ear, under
the influence
of the waves of

Ganglion.

the cells that both halves of the leaf approach each
other.

caused by some kind of purely mechanical pressure,

to

rays of

on the upper edge of the fly-trap are

The nature of this change in the fly-trap has
not as yet been sufficiently established.
But, it is
highly probable, that the movement in question is

one

as eye in adap-

as the hair-like fibres

irritated, they
transmit the irritation to the cells of the middle-ribs of
the side-leaves, whereby such a change is effected in

places on each

sound.

What

an enormous distance from a

unto man,

who

worm

like this

complicated nervous system contains hundreds and thousands of such minute gangin his

XHE OPEN COURT.
lion-s3'stems,

dinated in a

and partly suborrich and systematic arrangement
co(5rdinated

partlj'

I

If

comparative

physiology has not as
3'et

succeeded

in dis-

covering all the
many millions of
links from the
amoeba up to man,
what does

r

yt

it matter?
Theevolution of man
from a lowly origin
can no longer be re-

jected

if

we consider

n u ty is
throughout the charthat cont

i

i

acteristic

feature of

Man

represents

life.

life

from the very be-

ginning of

life

and

what he is he is
through the history

That man has risen
Cerebellum.
Spinal cord.

c.

k.
»,

y,
k,
/,
.

o.

n.
o,

Radial nerve of the arm.
External peroneal nerve.
Tibial nerve.
External sapheneous ner

greater

i

m

and nobler
P.

c.

"

does not occur

difference between

first,

I

because the re-

viewers have apparently not read the book, and secondly, because

no way of coming to an understanding with men who, with
a contempt for logic, speak infallible oracles from a critic's tripod.
There is no court of appeal from their absolute decisions. Nor do
I desire any to exist.
One of these gentlemen is an anonymous reviewer in Science,
perhaps the same sage who exposed himself previously in a criticism
of Max Muller's " Science of Thought," in which was stated " that
the absurdity (!) of Max Miiller's theory was manifest."
About
" Fundamental Problems " he says
" The author's philosophy is crude and crass materialism. Indeed, we have never seen a work in which the materialistic view
was presented in so extreme a form as in this of Dr. Cams. Thus,
We must expect the
in discussing the origin of feeling, he says,
solution of this problem from biological investigations.' ..."
Feeling, being one of the most
Biology is the science of life.
important features of life, it is almost a tautology to state that the
problem of the origin of feeling must be expected from biological

there

is

—

:

'

investigations.

"

and "without

Mr. Spencer said that Kant speaks of " a will without reference
but Kant never uttered such a contradiction.
The error
to arise from bad translations, and I suspect my critic, that
if he ever read Kant, he never took the trouble to look up the
original.
If he had done so, most likely he would not have charto ends,"

appears

acterized Kant's ethics as being without reference to ends.
find matters fully explained in the editorials of Nos. 51

The Open Court: "Herbert Spencer on
Now it is true, as my critic says, that

He

will

and 52 of

the Ethics of Kant."

the formal ethics of
Kant are adopted in " Fundamental Problems " but (on page 200).
;

they are adopted as the basis only for applied ethics.
ethics are insufficient,

Formal

they are not applied to the facts of ex-

if

My

critic

continues

"

These views are supplemented by the

:

theory that morality consists in living for the
is,

we

found on page 235

"

:

An

Ideal

is

ideal,

The

are nowhere informed."

though what

definition of ideal

a conception or idea of such a

which is
words on page 204 " The
which natural development ever tends is its.

state of things, as does not yet exist, but the realization of

And

fostered in our aspiration."

next higher stage to

in other

ideal."

Reviewing means first of all to look into a book and read its
most important passages. My critic dispenses with that part of the
business.
He criticises without reviewing he judges of a book
and makes statements about it without knowing its contents.
;

of a similar kind

is

Mr. John Bascom, who

says in the Dial
One sees, in glancing over the table of con" tents, the greatest variety of the most abstruse and difficult topics
" arranged in no formal nor inherent order
Any discussion
" of them must necessarily be of the most hasty character."
'

Fundamental Problems,"

two which really deserve no answer,

without reference to ends

'

An other reviewer

ODD VIEWS OF MONISM.
find

whole book

reference to personal advantages."

:

the different reviews of "

—

rejects

in the

Kant's ethics are called in the criticism " formal ethics without reference to ends." Kant's view would better be characterized
by " the ethics of a good will, which is a will in conformity with
reason without regard to personal advantages" There is a great

FUNDAMENTAL

PROBLEMS."

Among

'

hedonism" the word
It was purposely
avoided, because it is not a good and expressive word, and people
are liable to mistake its meaning in the one or in the other way.

is

future.

"He

should say:

critic

to that height, is not

REPLY TO CRITICISMS OF

IN

My

" utilitarianism

the ideal

but elevating; it
Mesial nerve of th^
proves that he may
Cubital or ulnar nerve,
Sciatic pi.
cipl
4tiL'ire«rem!ti^r- Continue to develop
Intercostal
his soul even t o a
Femural plexus.

g.

:

from a low beginning
humiliating to h

Facial nerve.
c, Brachial plexus.
f. Internal cutaneous
d.

'

perience.

of his race.

'b.

1917

Without much ado he continues
The doctor's ethical theory
is confused and inconsistent.
He rejects utilitarianism and at first
adopts Kant's view that the moral law is purely formal, without
any reference to ends."

'

If Mr. Bascom had read the book, he would have perceived that
is a progress in the discussion of topics in "Fundamental
Problems " The book starts with Sensation as the basis of Cog-^
nition, whence it proceeds to the method of abstaction. The most
important abstract being Form, the philosophy of formal thought,

there

especially of mathematics,

is

treated, pp. 26

— 74.

The importance

comprehending natural phenomena, is shown in a disquisition on causation.
The concept Cause is distinguished from
Reason, and thus the errors of a " First Cause " plainly set forth.
Cause in its proper sense being a motion, the idea of vis viva, of life
or self-motion, is treated.
The discovery of their causes makes
phenomena intelligible.
This leads to the topics of Unknowabilities and of Agnosticism.
These discussions being in the main
of form, in

the theoretical foundation, the practical application of this philos-

ophy

is

discussed in the concluding chapters.

Mr. Bascom adds: "The doctrine of monism plays a some" what important part in the work, yet the author seems to confuse
" it with unity a thing quite distinct
Monism should mean one

—

'
'

form of being, as opposed

" unity of monism

is

to

two or more forms of being.

ultimate identity,

— oneness,

The

not the coales^

THE OPEN

I9r8

Unity

" cence of adverse things in one constructive relation.

" utterly

is

from oneness."
In fact, "unity" is the Latin word for "oneness," although
unity is sometimes used in the sense of " union," signifying a

BOOK REVIEWS.

distinct

The Key to Theosophy.

" coalescence."

Mr. Bascom knows what monism s/nm/ii mein. It would have
been better if he had known what it means, or if he had taken the
trouble to read the chapter " Foundation of Monism," on page 21.
DiMr. Bascom says "Real monism has no way out of itself
;

" versity is
" which we

.

and so

lost,

unity.

is

All

is

swallowed up

in a

one

know not how to convert into two, four, a thousand."
The monism of Mr. Bascom is an absurdity. It is a wagon in
mud, it has no way out of itself. " And it must be a deep quagin

whiijh

lowed up
a

four,

in

it

sticks, for

together with

its

driver "

we know not how to convert
Why, Mr. Bascom desires such

we are not told.
If Mr. Bascom had read the book, he should have known,
that Monism cannot mean any " form of being," nor can it mean
Monism is the
either "oneness," or "unity," or "coalescence."
of arranging our

knowledge of

facts in a systematic way,

so that one fact agrees with all the other facts.

nism is no dogma but a principle.
Every science is Monism in a certain

The

ena.
all

together form one system.

with

all

the sciences,

Monism, so

is

far as

called
it

Mo-

Accordingly,

phenom-

methodical way, so that

when doing

Philosophy,

the

same

many

places and interesting in

;

all.

The

It is

genius of

it

pure and elevating, its aspiration sublime. There are many
people wondering about Theosophy just now, and enquiring
whether it is a religion or a science, a speculation or a fact, a new
ethics, or an old Theurgy; and whether it brings with it "airs from
is

Heaven
way

the

cian's

or blasts
to

now in its task, teaches
The Universe is no Ohio

among

its

leaves for the magi-

wand, the philosopher's stone, and Aladdin's lamp.

be disappointed.
This "key"

All will

Theosophy, which Madame Blavatsky gives
us, is the same key that Bluebeard gave to his wife a key, not for
opening a door but for locking it. The word, as a figure of speech,
is not well chosen.
Madame Blavatsky opens nothing, reveals
to

;

If

there

tion of the great "

the door

is

is

within the inner temple of Theosophy a solu-

" we shall not find it, for the lock on
contrived with such cunning, that this " key " is useless

to us without a

mystery

knowledge of the combination. Madame Blavatsky
perhaps she does not know it

does not give us the combination

Monism.

has succeeded

New York W.

a large book, well printed, and well written.

is

nothing.
class of natural

scientist arranges all facts in a

iifsiv.

the gods, while others will search

swal-

legerdemain,

method

Af. P.

into two,

all is

a one, which

thousand."

This

eloquent in

By

Row.

a feat of

'

mire

G. Judge, 21 Park

from Hell." Some think it the art of magic and
work miracles. The enquiring and the curious will
explore this book for the secrets of the grave and the methods of

'

the

COURT.

Back

herself.

;

to the remotest ages, in India, China, Egypt,

Per-

Rome,

river

certain Initiates, Adepts, and Masters
have pretended to keep the " Divine Wisdom " locked up in some

hela of Matter and the Alleghany of Spirit.

tabernacle or inner sanctuary, of which they alone possessed the

spirit

key.

that the world

is

a unity,* not a union.

which comes from two different sources, from the MonongaBoth the concepts,
and matter, are abstract ideas which denote certain properties of reality, certain sides or parts of reality.
These as
well as other abstract concepts do not exist of themselves. Absolute
spirit, or absolute matter, cannot be produced in reality.
Spirit
which is nothing but spirit cannot be found as a tangible and real
thing. Matter which is nothing but matter, having no form at all,
does not exist. Thus form is an abstract. Form by itself exists only
in the minds of thinking beings.
Pure forms and the sciences of
pure forms, for instance mathematics, as ideal concepts, are of
highest and of a most practical significance for human life, but
pure forms considered by themselves as realities (like Platonic
ideas) belong to the same category as spirits of themselves,
they
are ghosts or hobgoblins, woven of the "stuff that dreams are

—

mide on."
Some

from three difcombine
Monism, the world did not
coalesce out of our abstract conceptions (matter, energy, and
form,) but the reverse, the world is one whole, it is a unity, and
our abstract conceptions are derived— are abstracted — from it.
believe that in the beginning Zeus took

ferent boxes, matter, and energy, and form, in order to

them

into one cosmos.

Reviewers who

According

to

book unkindly because they start from
must be in my opinion very welcome to an
author, because he can as a rule learn most from his enemies.
A hostile criticism which points out the weakness of a book, a fallacy in the author's logic, an error in his statements is most valuable and I should thank publicly any critic who would do so. From
these two reviewers, however, I could learn nothing.
A wise American says "If you would lift me, you must be
on higher ground. If you would liberate me, you must be free.
If you would correct my false view of facts,
hold up to me the
same facts in the true order of thought."
p. c.
treat a

different principles,

:

—

sia,

Judea, Greece,

These were the professors of the esoteric systems which
have prevailed, from the Esoteric Buddhism of India through the
Esoteric Judaism of Palestine

down

to the

Esoteric Christianity of

Rome, Canterbury, and Chicago. Many of those professors were
They honestly believed that they possessed the key.
This book is more correctly a key to the Theosophical Society,
whose objects are these, " i. To form the nucleus of a Universal
Brotherhood of Humanity without distinction of race, color, or
creed.
2. To promote the study of Aryan and other Scriptures, of

self-deceived.

the world's religion and sciences, and to vindicate the importance
3. To investigate the hidden mysteries
under every aspect possible, and the psychic and spiritpowers latent in man especially." These are praiseworthy
objects, and the honest pursuit of them will result in good, even
though all their promises be not realized. Millions of men and
women are now working for these ends in many different ways.
Has theosophy a better way ? Has the Theosophical Society any
valueable knowledge, divine or otherwise, which the rest of the
world has not ? If so, what is it, and where is it ? Will they give
us the key to it, and the combination of the lock ?
Madame Blavatsky says that the chief aim of Theosophy is
" the relief of human suffering under any and every form, moral
as well as physical," and " Theosophy has to cultivate ethics
it
has to purify the soul if it would relieve the physical body." These
are admirable purposes and if Theosophy has any knowledge of
the rule by which its plans may be achieved, its help to the world
will be as the coming of a new redeemer.
Does it possess the
secret law whereby the soul can cure the body ?
That such a law

of old Asiatic literature.
of nature

ual

;

;

exists

is

among

in itself

a thought sublime, but

we

are liable to lose

magic which obscure the scientific ethics advocated in this book.
Where is the evidence that we possess an "Astral" body?
Where is the proof of " Reincarnation " ? Where is there any support in reason, probability, or necessity, for the theory of

*

According

to

Mr. Bascom the word

J

perhaps the proper

it

the mists and fogs of occultism, astrology, alchemy, and

carnation

"

or the

" Astral body

"

?

."Vnd

"Rein-

so of the other " mys-

THE OREN
teries "

which are supposed

is written for those

to " Mysticism

and women to
" psychic and

"

who

to be

hidden

in

than to Knowledge.

So

The book
more
stimulates men

theosophy

love the marvelous.

It

far as

?

COURT.

saying of her great sister writer, D'abord je suis femi/ie, puis je suis

The life of
Emma," extending

artiste."

the authoress of

it

"

over but forty-two years,

spiritual powers latent m man
a useful book,
but the fault of it is that it creates " mysteries," and asserts without evidence that there actually exist certain psychic and spiritual
powers IStent in man. It pretends that what were formerly magic
and miracle, are spiritual phenomena obedient to a natural law
which we may learn, and by a knowledge of this law perform the
feats attributed in past ages to spiritual sorcery or divine endowment. It promises power which it cannot give.
M. m. t.
" it is

By H.

Beaimis, Professor of Phys-

Felix Alcan. BMiol/ieque Scifntifiqud

:

Jnternationale.

By

come

to

"

are understood

consciousness through any other channel than the special-

ized sensory organs of sight,

hearing, smell,

they are sometimes designated,

in

They proceed from

and touch
by the terms

taste,

their totality,

"general sensibility,' 'general sensations,'
etc.

sensations that

all

;

'organic sensations,'

the internal organs, in contradistinction

to external sensations, which have their origin

in exterior objects

they are part of the feeling ego, and usually their character
vague and indeterminate. Nevertheless the line of demarcation

many

cases

•outer

and those

is difficult

to fix

between sensations that belong

;

in

the authoress,

and

First,

we have

The

volume of ninetyMr. J. F. Sunderland proposes to
noble-minded young men " of our time the
adoption of the calling of the liberal Christian ministry. This denomination marks a new type
neither Unitarian, Universalist,
Liberal Christian Ministry," a

recently published,

six pages,

—

accompanying emotion

gospel

different

largely different

is

theory of

its

;

ethical, philanthropic, spiritual,

of

emotional sensations, those
fully deter-

mined, comprising the sense of direction ; seventhly, sensations of
J)ain ; and eighthly, sensations oi pleasure.
Of these groups there
are various and numerous divisions, comprehensively arranged,
and inclusive of the most manifold forms of our organic activity.
M. Beaunis, himself an investigator and experimentalist of high attainments, has made use of the latest and best material that modern
science has gathered he has put in a compendious form the gist of

wisdom,

backward

humanity's progress, are

new

its

to-day

•difficulties

made

to

to the

of science

upon

a subject that presents very great

accurate investigation.

Especial reference

may be

chapters on the sensation of central innervation, the

notions of space, direction, resistance, and upon muscular sensiSjility in general.

Charles Maiden.

best be defined

" Lib-

;

for suggestions, for lessons

models

is its

ever rising with

Its ideals,

;

the truth as

authority."

it

appears

(Geo. H.

in the

Pub-.

Ellis,

W. M.

Salter upon " George Eliot's Views of Reby a series of essays on the ethical courses at
Harvard, Cornell, and Ann Arbor, by Messrs. Josiah Royce, J.
Mr. Felix Adler
G. Schurman, and John Dewey respectively.
writes upon "The Aims of the Ethical Society"; Mr. Stanton
Coit "defines" The Ethical Movement, and Mr. W. L. Sheldon
replies to the query "What is an Ethical Society."
Says Mr.
Salter, " A Melioristshe [George Eliot] was she herself invented
"the word, believing that life may always be made better, that
"the world is becoming better, that some grand future awaits the
race that now struggles with its littleness, its suffering, and its

tribution by Mr.

ligion," followed

;

'

'

" sin."

Another and welcome addition
upon politico-economical

lications
is

the

new Leader

Boston

;

1889.

Tract Series

to the

topics,

numerous

now

pub-

serial

before the public,

— the purpose of which

is

to

•

furnish

by the best
from the best magazines, upon important and engrossing
"
The Decline of the
governmental problems. Number One is
Farmer," by J. F. H., from Belford's Magazine. (The Leader, 151
for a veritable pittance (two cents) the best articles,
writers,

Monroe

Jane Austen. By Mrs.

appeals are

Its

of the experience of the ages, but

to gather the fruit

not for authorities or fixed models.

;

the conclusions

may

creed of Mr. Sunderland

lines, the

it

work is " theological,
and personal." Perhaps in these

life is different."

eral Christianity, too, looks

credentials are different,

its

;

the motives to which

;

to the

organic sensibility,

sixthly, a class as yet not

;

"

Episcopalian, nor Congregationalist

lisher, Boston.)

;

fifthly,

able,

in

;

;

little

The Ethical Record, for the October quarter, contains a con-

;

feeling of existence in general

performed with sympathy
fJupK.

In "

light of every

the sensations from the tissues and organs, the cartilages and ligaetc. secondly, the necessities, need of action and inaction
i\i\r&\^, functional seiisntions, those that come from the exercise of
the various functions, as the muscles fourthly, canesthesia, or the
ments,

that the task has been

love.

is

the present investigation, adopts a classifica-

tion embracing eight groups.

little

there-

its writer confesses it to be, a criticism.
It may be remarked, for the benefit of those who, having read with pleasure
Miss Austen's writings, wish further to learn of the personality of

that belong to the inner sphere.

M. Beaunis,

is

fore, as

its

" internal sensations

furnishes

Mrs. Maiden's biographical review

wealth of material.

the "earnest,

iology at Nancy. Paris

"Mansfield Park," and

contributes

investigate the hidden mysteries of Nature, and the
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